
They Said iT!
“What [Maverick] said 
about Season 6—Last 
time I said, ‘Not one, 
not two, not three, not 
four…,’ that…didn’t go 
over too well.”

—NBA superstar 
LeBron James  
at a screening for 
Starz’s Survivor’s
Remorse (James 
is an executive 

producer), referencing his infamous 
line from 2010 shortly after signing 
with the Miami Heat. James’ fellow ex-
ecutive producer Maverick Carter had 
made comments about the show being 
around for at least six seasons.
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Premiere Week Scorecard:  
rookieS Shine in Fall debutS
The 2014-15 TV season finally got under way last week as the Big 4 networks debuted many 
new shows after months of promotion. While delayed viewing has become integral in the nets’ deci-
sion-making process, here is how the rookie crop stacks up in the early going (viewers in millions).

DRONE IMPROVEMENT: 
FAA CLEARS THE AIR
In the July 14 edition of 
B&C, we took a hard look 
at some of the regulatory 
uncertainty and practical 
details that threatened to 
delay the use of drones or 
unmanned aerial vehicles 
in TV and film production 
to capture shots previ-
ously unavailable.

Well, on Sept. 25, the 
FAA approved exemptions 
to drone regulations that 
will allow TV and movies to 
use the small, unmanned 
aircraft to get killer shots 
without endangering any 
humans. Operators of the 
drones will have to have a 
private pilot’s license and 
keep the drone in line of 
sight at all times. The FAA 
also added a provision that 
the aircraft will have to 
be inspected before each 
flight. —John Eggerton

For more on the increasing use 
of drones and UAVs in TV and 

film productions, go to 
broadcastingcable.com/Sept29.
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ShoW* 18-49 total VieWerS oVerniGht analySiS
Madam Secretary (CBS) 2.0 14.8 Bowed on same Sunday as
   Super Bowl rematch that bled into 
   primetime. Can political drama  
   stand on its own?

Gotham (Fox) 3.2 8.2 Pilot delivered ample Batman 
   mythology, but viewers could get  
   antsy when the Caped Crusader  
   doesn’t show.

Scorpion (CBS) 3.2 13.8 The Big Bang Theory’s double-dip
   from 8-9 p.m. should keep feeding  
   viewers to this comedy-laced  
   tech drama.

Forever (ABC)  1.8 7.7 Carried Monday’s audience over
(average of two episodes)   to Tuesday and is already miles 
   ahead of any ABC show in that  
   slot last year.

NCIS: New Orleans (CBS) 2.5 17.2 Third iteration of franchise held
   most of its lead-in viewers from 
   NCIS. Most-watched fall debut
   so far.

Black-ish (ABC) 3.3 10.9 Started strong behind Modern 
   Family, but then again so did 
   Neighbors and Super Fun Night.

How to Get 3.9 14.3 Third Shonda Rhimes-produced 
Away With Murder (ABC)   drama held all of Scandal’s lead in 
   and is the top-rated rookie so far.

* Shows are listed in order of airing from Sept. 21-25 

SimmonS SeetheS,  
draWinG eSPn SuSPenSion
The nFL’s image saga took yet another turn sept. 24 when esPn suspend-
ed its multimedia star Bill simmons for three weeks for a profane podcast 
rant about nFL commissioner Roger Goodell.

“every employee must be accountable to esPn and those engaged in 
our editorial operations must also operate within esPn’s journalistic stan-

dards. We have worked hard 
to ensure that our recent nFL 
coverage has met that criteria,” 
said an esPn statement. “Bill 
simmons did not meet those 
obligations in a recent podcast, 
and as a result we have sus-
pended him for three weeks.”

The Grantland editor-in-chief 
and nBa commentator ranted 
on his B.s. Report podcast. 
he called Goodell “a liar” for 
insisting the league didn’t know 

about the video footage of Ray Rice striking his fiancé before it surfaced 
on TMZ. Then, the crowning touch: daring his employers to discipline him.

Media reaction to the suspension was divided. esPn ombudsman 
Robert Lipsyte wondered, “Is anybody watching the baby?” Further, 
simmons’ “energy and creativity…can also morph into tunnel vision and 
self-absorption.” But The new Yorker’s amy Davidson said the move spoke 
volumes about esPn’s commercial interests in protecting its partnership 
with the nFL. “Would a political reporter be suspended by his news  
organization for calling the president a liar? It’s practically in the job 
description.” —Dade hayes

For more about Simmons’ suspension, including the text 
 of his podcast rant, visit broadcastingcable.com/Sept29.

bill Simmons (right, with Jalen rose) will not 
appear on any eSPn platforms for three weeks.

“My Netflix debut is Friday, 
October 10th. Come be with 
me. Lub you.” @chelseahandler, 
Chelsea handler announcing her netflix comedy 
special’s premiere, which will mark the late-night 
host’s official debut with the streaming service.

handler

250 Total number of official 
events during Advertising Week. 
The annual brand-a-palooza 
unfolds Sept. 29-Oct. 2 in 
New York. For the latest news 
from Advertising Week, sub-
scribe to B&C’s Media Buyer 
& Planner Today newsletter 
and visit www.broadcast-
ingcable.com.
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